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University _Qf Cenfiral Flor1da ·

Postponem.ent ensures Veroski;s cabinet post

.

.

Senate confirms new progrom director position
by Mike Griffin
Editor In chief .

In a controversial turn of events,
the student senate approved Sen. Kim
Veroski's appointment to the new
cabinet position Student Government

Program :Qirector.
· Director position was unnecessary.
Student body President Tico PerezThe selUlte Elections and Appoint-·
created the position to coordinate SG ments Conunittee reviewed the
iprojects. The student senate must Veroski appointment and sent it to
approve all cabinet appointments, the senate floor with an unfavorable
and several senators felt the Program recomme11:dation.

Debate about the appointment
began with Veroski te~g the
legislators that Perez had already ensured her that she would perform the
·Program Director's duties.
Senate, page 3

Council

Loans may

aiding UCF
advisers

be harder
to come by

. by :t\'fichelle Krublit

by Michelle Krublit

Contributing writer.

Contributing writer

A conunittee has been formed to
educate UCF' s academic advisers to
A bill that is expected to pass
the scheduling needs of the stuJ).ents,
easily in the U.S. Senate proposes to.
according to the assistant. dean of . .
inake the Guaranteed Student Loan
Undergraduate Studies.
more difficult to .obtain and mor.e
Dr. -Beth Barnes said the Academic
·costly for students. Phil Walker,
Advising Council represents each
assistant UCF financial aid adcollege along with other groups that
ministrator, said.
"have a hand in the advisement
The current GSL program allows a
process."
student, whether independent of or
Barnes, who is serving as council
dependent on his parents, to obchairman, said that the directors of
tain a government-subsidized loan
the South Orlando, Brevard and
of up to $2500. The only
Daytona Beach area campuses also
requirement is that a student or his
act as council representatives.
parents have an income of $30,000
Barnes said the council's objectives·
or less and that the student be
are to foster and maintain comenrolled in school at-least part time.
munication between the various ·
There is a 10 year period to pay
colleges and offices involved in
back the loan after graduation.
academic advising; to enhance inforWalker said Congressman Delbert
mation about advising problems
- Latta's (R-Ohio) proposal will double
within and between the colleges; to
the origination fee, tie the interest
see that · information is routinely
rate to the Treasury Bill rate and
disseminated to all faculty ·a nd staff
make it necessary for the students
involved in · advising; and to make
to show financial need in order to
recommendations about university
receive the GSL.
,.
advising procedures.
The current 5 percent origination
The council was originated a full
fee is deducted from a student's loan
month before the Florida Board of
to pay for such things as application
Regents stress~ improving academic
processing, insurance and taxes. For
advisement for the state's university
·example, a student with a $2,500
. system in the May report from_the
loan would actually receive $2,375.
BOR, Barnes said.
.
Walker said Latta's proposal
There are 15 members, including
would allow banks to charge studenpeople from Veteran's Affairs, the
ts
interest
rates
currently
Orientation Team, Minority Student
recognized by the U.S. Treasury:
Services and the Registrar's Office. '
"This year, the Treasury Bill rate
-. The council has already met once,
has been about 13 percent," Walker
on J"uly 8, said Ed .K night who is a
said. ' 'If the proposal is passed, then
council member and director of
on Oct. 1, graduate students
Records and Registration.
would be charged 100 percent of the
Some of the topics discussed were
rate (13 percent interest) and unrequired testing and the ·remedial
dergraduates will be charged about
testing that might follow, general
·90 percent of that Treasury Bill rate StudentS planning to graduate next Friday in UCF's final summer ~eremony
limited . access courses and the
(12 percent interest).''
niay purchase their caps and gowns for $12.50 at the Bookstore.
academic probation policy, he said.
Students now pay nine percent in-One change for advisers that did
. terest on a GSL.
not come out of the council but had
The bill also eliminates the sixbeen started months before the idea.
month after graduation grace
for such a group is the formation of an
period, wherein ·a student does not
of state environmental codes for . Advising Manual. "This idea came
by
Michelle
Naspinski
have to start repaying the loan.
Assistant managing editor
nearly 20 years.
from the Faculty Senate and was apRepayment under the Latta
The massive clean-up effort began proved by the Office of Academic AfProposal begins while the student is
Final ground w~rk to bring UCF's l;lfter an· article in the March 19 fairs,''.Barnes said.
still in school.
backwoods dump site up to state edition of the Future uncovered
"This is a book that says, 'Here are
The bill would also leave a few , standards has been completed, a
violations of Department of En- the requirements for students, in a
serious repercussions, according to physical plant spokesman said Wedvironmental Regulation codes.
practical and- orgamzed manner,' ''
Walker.
nesday.
"You ·(the Future) were harsh on us, she added.
He explained that Latta's
Don Lee, director of UCF's physical but it brought to light the fact that
The Academic Advising Council .
proposed
increases
would plant, said maintenance workers have people are n~t supposed to be dumpmeets monthly, except before
gone "as far as we are going" to clear
registration periods when the council
GSL,page4
the site, which has existed in violation
Dump, page 4 meets more frequently, Bames said.

The Graduate

Dump cleared to meet code

---------·
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Update• Update• Update• U.pd.ate

~open forum on the stat.e of higher education in Florida l

I

wa: conducted by the B0ard of R~~~-~ts yesterday at UCF.
The session, which was held in the UCF engineering
auditorium featured a review and update of higher
education in the state by Regents, followed by .questions
and answers.
:
· ·
The Thursday forum inaugurated two days of local ac-

l

Call us: Morse Insurance Agency

in

J

tivity scheduled by the Regents, who will meet
their
egular session Wday at 9:30 a.m. at the UCF student cen'

869-4200

the'

CF job openiiigs are published and posted weekly by
sonnel Office on the ~econd floor of the Acmumstration
Building.
.
Although the state university system imposed a hiring
freeze during the first half of the summer, any critiqil
positions that open will be advertised.
·
The personnel division at UCF will continue to accept all
employment applications in any category. The applications
are kept on file for six months in the event a future position
should open.
Many professional positions are advertised on the Personnel Bulletin in front of the office. A recent listing included openings for: automotive servicemen, electricians,
custodians, clerk typists and office aides.

·

Live with an Irish family, pursue Irish studies in
the hear~ ofDublin.
Rollins Co.liege invites you·to come to Ireland with
us and foll-ow in the footsteps Qf such famous people
as St. Patrick, James Joyce and Brendan Behan.

In addition to the bulletin board job postings, a~re
rded Career Opportunity Line can be dialed 24 hours at
778.
.f

.

.Events •Events• Events• Events• Events•

Ir-::.
pr~f~clency

For more information contact Kathleen Reich, Assistant Dean of the
.Faculty. 646-2466, m-f, 9-5.

COMIJ.

ICE .CREAM SU.PERMARKETS

Communications Department will offer an Englishl
examination on four dates in August. Communications students are required to take and pass the
exam.
Scheduled testing dates are: Aug. 16 at 9 a.m., Aug. : J
at7
m., Aug. 18 at 2 p.m. and Aug. 19 at 4 p.m. The exam
be given in Engineering Room 109.

·

r-;;.e dance ·school of Southern Ballet Theatre is accepting'
~~~~cations for the second ~ession of the school's first
· professional dance seminar - an intensive summer
workshop designed for int.ermediate and professional dan- '
cers.
The workshop features men's classes, partnering,
variations and choreography structured for. youths and
· adults.
The final four-week session will begin July 26. Class size
is limited. nUe to the success of thO first session, immediat.e
application is recQmmended to ensure a place. Call Southern
Ballet Theatre at 894-0133.

I

J

·l

Dep~~ent

I

Attention:
Joumalisln· and Advertjsing ·
Majors
.

r : i . e <?range County
Of Community Affairs"'
!9~2 Hire-A-Teen program 1s m search of jobs for youths
between the ages of 13 and 19.
The job development portion of Hire-A-Teen provides onthe-job experience for youths. The program attempts to find
permanent, as well as temporary employment for ·unemployed youths by actively soliciting jobs.
·
Anyone with a job opening that can be filled by people
s age group are a~ked to call Don Jordan at the Hire-A.
een office, 420-3131. . .

U

Pe<?ple• People• People• People

On-campus jo~ available for ~all

r-:.th~ny W. Blass, director of the .physical plant at~

fhe Future Newspaper is accepting applications
for the following positions for the FaH semester:

I

Apply at the Future office anytime before classes start in
the Fall, (Aug. 23). The sooner you apply, the better. The
offices are located In the Art Complex near the new
· Health Center. For more information, call 275-2601 or
275-2865.

1 ;:'J""

. .
PhoTographers
New:s Reporter.s
Entertainment .Writers

·

·Sports Editor
Sport~ Writer
Production Personnel
Typ~~~~ers

in)

lf~ve.rsity

{9~~~

I

of Southern Illinois at Carbondale since
has been appointed to the same position at UCF.
Blass, 60, replaces Don Lee, who has supervised the
multi-million dollar activities of the UCF physical plant for
the past four years. Formerly.. Lee served 10 years as an officer for the UCFpolice department.
·
As to the new director of the physical. plant, Blass will be
responsible for building maintenance, grounds and Iandwat.er and sewage, air conditioning and heating)
\._ilities planning and postal services.
'

.- .. • .. • •• .. -. ·:. .. .

.

!

•' -

•
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Se_n ate---------1rompage1
" If you vote me down, I won't be in a two-thirds majority.
the 14th senate; I'll take a student
However, Burkett moved to reconassistant position and do the job sider Veroski's appointment. After
anyway," she said.
further debate, Burkett moved to
"He (Perez) already told me I could postpone the final vote indefinitely.
Acording to SG bylaws, the senate
do that," Veroski added. "But I
would rather work under the title of must approve or deny a cabinet approgram Director" with the senate's pointee within three weeks of the
approval.
student body president's appointSen. Vince Davila argued that the ment. If the senate fails · to act
position was unnecessary because the decisively on an appointment within
duties were already "taken care of by the allotted time, the appointee
the (senate) services committee."
automatically is confirmed.
Sen. Kevin Dickey agreed with
The senate received the appointDavila, stating that Perez had "made ment notice on June 29. The EA
an excess in his cabinet · appoint- coinmittee held the appointment for
ments."
· two weeks. Therefore, the decision to
"He doesn't have a free hand, he's postpone the vote ensured Veroski
not a dictator," Dickey added.
the position.
Sen. Robert Burkett said the issue . Approval of a postponement
was not whether the position was a motion only requires a simple
necessary one. "If you don't think the majority. The senate voted 11-10 to
position is necessary, now is not the postpone the approval, in effect aptime to say no. Wait 'until there's a provingVeroski'sappointment.
full cabinet and then change things
Veroski said she was glad to get the
position but was sorry about the w:ay
for the next president."
"Kim has worked hard for · the the issue was handled.
student senate. She's a hell of a perShe added t~t relations between
soh and a good senator, she'll make a the senate and her would not be
great · Program Director," Burkett strained because "the majority of the
said.
senate favors the position. On the
The SG Constitution requires a first vote I only missed the two-thirds ·
two-thirds majority to approve a by one vote," she said.
~binet position. When the issue was : "Also the 14th senate will be over
put to a vote, Veroski won a simple 'Soon and a new group will be in there.
majority (15-8) but failed to acquire I intend to prove that the position is
the necessary 16 votes that constitut.e necessary," she added.

Eiieen Samelson/Future

Parking rates will ~ise
by Deborah Perritt
Future staff

Beginning this fall, the price of
UCF student parking decals will in-.
crease from. $10 to $13 a. year. Also,
the cost of a decal for one semester
will be $5 instead of $3 and yearly
motorcycle permits will be $10 instead of $8.
The rates .will be increased because
more money is needed to replenish the
parking lot fund, which i~ supported
by decal payments, according to John,
GC?ree, vice president of Business Af- ·
fairs.
The inci:~~es were recommended

New Menu
French Dip SandWich
. . $2.75
1/3 lb. top round roast beef, au jus,

by the Parking and Traffic Committee,
which is made up of faculty, staff
and students.
In addition to these changes, dean,
faculty and staff parking stickers will
be discontinued. Instead, their
parking decals will be metal plates
which will hang on the rear view
mirror. The transferrable decals will
allow a driver to use another car on
campus.
The price of these decals will also be
increased between 26 and 30 percent. .
Faculty will no longer be able to
buy additional decals at a reduced
rate for family members attending
UCF.
In the past, children or spo~ses
were able to obtain these decals and
park in the faculty lot..This policy was
changed because other faculty members complained that they were
having trouble finding .parking
spaces.

Gym ·re·operis
on_July27

French bread

Harri and Cheese·and Cheese
$2.75
1/3 lb. Virginia smoked ham and
SWlss cheese

Nachos
$1.25

(B(!)G3Q(1 [Bl:El:Ell .~(!)lJ

.

The UCF gymnasium~Wm reopen
Monday, after having been closed
for resealing since July 6.
Don Lee, director of facilities
planning, said the annual resealing
is being done in cooperation with
Lawton Brothers, the firm that has
supervised the project for the past
two years. The estimat~d cost for
materials is $2,200, Lee said.
The floor was stripped, cleaned
and painted. After it dried, workers
cleaned the surface and applied the
first coat of polyurethane, Lee said.
The floor must be cleaned a second
time and a final coat of polyurethane
must be applied. The gymnasium
will be operative in time for summer
graduation next Friday.

·' ' ·· · -

.

- -- - - -

FM
Soft Rock
Classical
Jazz.
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DU rh P--. from page 1
·mg there," Lee said.
Previously, Lee had said- that the
dump site's condition was due to the.
·liJrge amounts of trash that
unauthorized people were dumping.
John McManamy, an environmental specialist for the DER, ordered the
university to clear the site, alth()ugh
he did not levy·fines of up to $10,000
per day which could ruive been im·
posed for such a violation.
The DER will periodically monitor'
the site to ensure that it r-emains
within environmental standards,
McManamy said in a previous interview.
In the center of the dump site,
which is located in the northwest section of the campus, was a soupy,
trash· and rain-filled pit. Now, trash·
has been removed and remaining
water has been left to evaporate on its
own, Lee said.
Workers in rowboa.t s paddled
through the muck and pushed debris
to the banks of the pit, where it was
gathered aild burned, Lee said. .
In addition, bulldozers were
brought in to level dead ttees, which
were also burned.
"The rains will keep it (the pit) from
drying out completely, but gradually
it will become full (of dirt
biodegradable trash) as we . keep
moving the earth around out there,"
Lee said.
The only persons currently
authorized to dump debris at the site
are UCF alterations and improvements workers and the grounds crew, he
said. A gate and warning signs .have
been erected. to discourage others
from using the site as a personal
dump.
Lee said he does not expect any further intervention by the DER, as lo_ng
as "outsiders" do not resume dumping at the site.

and

·,,u . 1 ,

1.T-~..a;i;;:y=, the UCF dump sit.e is almost a pretty picture. See photo inset in lower, left comer for the trashy conditions that

existed f moilths ago.
GSL-----------------------------------frompage
Our

Photos by Pam Glmson (before) and Eileen Samelson (after).

discourage students from taking out can pay." The main banks that
the maximum loan of $2,500. "This process a GSL in Florida are Florida
will mean the student will probably Federal and Dade Savings and
have to find work and it could .take Loan.
longer to finish school. This will
even further aggravate a spacing
Walker said he and many others in
·. problem,'' Walker said.
. the Financial Aid Office hope that
.the bill will not pass. ''We would op·
"The second r~percussion is that pose anything that would make it
all students must receive their GSL harder fo~ the students,' he said.
through a bank. The banks are
almost making it mandatory for the
However, Walker added that,
students to take the full amount of ''.It's a foregone conclusion that it
the loan, or else they won't process ·will pass. · There's too much
the claim." He said, "Banks like the pressure from the White House and
larger profi~ that a maximum_loan the bill is already well on its way.''
I

Deadline:
Monday at N~ .

LASSIFIED
•
servtces

for sale
'74 Volvo '142, 'aUtomatlc, Ac ... AMiFM 'EX.PERT TYPING: 24 yrs. eXp. Full time. Term
radio, power steering, brakes, tinted win·. papers, theses, reports, resumes, etc.
dows, trailer hitch. 25,000 ml. on rebuilt eorre¢tlon of spelling, grammar, punc.
engine. $2750. Call Jim B., Ext: 2771 or' and editing Included. Reasonable. Call
Cocoa, 632-7559.
. Bea, 67~~~~86. :

PIANO LESSONS In my home, lots of experience, reasonable, all ages. 273-6923.
FREE haircut with this ad. O'Brlens get
acqualAted offer. 331-9243. Top stylists.

~~~~~-------~

'7 4 Buick Century RUNS EXCELLENT. Orig.
owner, 2..ctr:. air, AM/FM stereo, CB, new
tires. $950 or best offer. X2466 8~5. after 6
671-8638.

TYPING- for ACCURACY ClllO . ap~;
•Exp. l(l .a,Q:typea of work niaiertc;lis,'.riUJ:iQ'.r
~ng . ~clu4ed. Close to campus - MOM
3~74 before 7:30 AM/after 5:30 P~. ·

Olds Cutlass, '69, good ~ond. white, power
steer., power brakes. $400. ~77-6578.

- --- FASTPROF~IONAL TYPING
Guarqnteed
100% accuracy. ,Expert
Pontiac Trans Am, sllver, red vlnyl T-top.
Fully equipped. $4500. 277-6578.
.c orrection o~. spellln~,,~r~~~~~.~~'.f!t,

;t~c;rtlon., . J~rm· P~.·-1':',~~:--~~

College Heights 3-bdrm. 1-bath, cent. air, tatlons, research papers, resumes, and
carpet. Near UCF. $2150 down, $468/mo. typing. All work prepared on IBM display
New bond program. Call 277-2448.
writers. Full-time staff, all have college
degrees. 24 hr. turnaround avail.'
· 671·
'80 Honda CB750F - excellent condition. '3()p7.
$1800 - a great deal. Coll 282-6359 after
5:00 P M . j
-yp-ln-g-,-~---ce.--a-v.a-fla_b_l_e_._-1-1_y_e_a-rs.-e-x·
Real estate buying or selling, call Mlchae~
o·snaughnessy, kealtor Assoc. Lucken-·
bach Realty, Inc. Realtors. 671-8000, 6'17·
0198 after 6 PM.

.perlen~e. Close to·UCF. Call Denise, 2756257.

------------Rates too high? COii mel Prof. typist, 16
yrs. experience at low rates. COii DAY or

EVENINGS 67S-4360.
.
'Vlvltar Serles 1 35-85 wide angle z0orr
still, In box, $300. For Con~n. cqi:n~era. _:-~ , Eipert' fyptng~ rates low. ,·erm ·p?peiS,
~w M1noltci xG-1 ·wtttd.3~rn.J~~\ resumes, etc. 15 yrs. exp. Call 830-4400
118xautoflash, case, strap, $300.
business no. 8:30 · 5:00. 331-701·2 Saturday
·New Mlnotta underwater camera, still In
a Sunday anytime a after 5:30 PM. Call VI.
box, $90.
.. ·
VMtar 300mm auto f/5:6, $200 Olympus. .
Word processing In my home. From
VMtar 90mm macro lens universal
$1.50/page ..Call Jackie, 678-3173.
mount, $100.
canon AE-1 w/ 50mm lens, $225.
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY, FAST, ACURATE.
J.CCi111ku~'a"Crt2a2-i9iO:'
·
RE~SONABLE'. DAY OR EVENING, 678·0241.

Gay Community Services of Central
,florlda offering legal and ' medical
referral, counseling, hot llne,.wlth trained
members a special activities. For Information call 843-2750 . .

Yet even if the bill is passed,
Walker said the 5,000 to 6,000 UCF
·students currently in the GSL
program will ~ot be affected.
And frustrating as the changes
may be for the student, it is equally
frlrstrating for the financial aid
community.
.
, "Nothing ever stays the same,
from one year to the next,'' Walker
said. "We can't tell the students the
amount of financial aid they will be
receiving or the date. they'll get it.
With all this uncertainty we can't
perform our job as well."

co~
·:il~ent$per 1 •

lost & found
Reward to anyone returning a Texas In·
struments Tl-58 calculator lost near parking
,lot · on 7/15. Is desperately needed for
finals. Call 282·0989 eves.
Lost:
Biii G. All Around swell guy, and engaged
wonder. Congrats!
Spanky
Hey Buddy,
Every little thing she does Is magic.
Thanks tor b~ing around.

ABORTION SERVICES, FREE PREGNANCY
TEST, LOW COST -BIRTH CONTROL. Privacy.
confldentlallty guaranteed. Birth Control
Center, Inc'., _725 N. Magnolia Avenue.
Avallabte by phone 24 hours a day: 422·
0606: or toH free 1-800·432·8517.
ABORTION SERVICES, birth control lnfo;maHon, pregl')ancy tests and counseling.
VD screening, low cost, confldentlal'servlces.
Central Florida Women's
Heatth Organization
609 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando
898-0921

J,CB
. r-~oc
·ft)1 . .
l.:;Liiuc

, lndlvldual Confldentlal Coun5ellng
Gynecologists
S~ak~rs Service
2233 LBE RD. WINTJ!ltPARK

carpool
Ride needed to and from UCF . Orla~o
from South Brevard area during Fall
Semester. Wiii share expenses. Coll 7240712 after 5 p.m.
·

1

628-0405
roll Free soo.i32~'t.

ORLANDO. WlNI'ER PAQ

CliAMBER OP COMMERCE .
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FSA members rally at UCF weekend conference
by Andrea O'Malle)
Future staff

The Florida Student Association
·unanimously agreed last weekend
that the current summer session plan
is ineffective.

The FSA, compos~ of the student
body presidents of the nine state
universities, met at UCF to discuss
problems facing today's students. Its
members investigate and make
decisions on university issues and

Weber elected to head
vice presidents counci I
by Andrea O'MaJ.ley
Future staff

· UCF student body Vice :president
Matt Weber was elected by
unanimous
consent
to
chair
the Florida Student Association
Council of Vice Presidents for 1982'83.
Weber was elected at a vice
presidents' conference held July 17 at
UCF.
Unlike the FSA, its parent
organization, the Council of Vice
Presidents is not a lobbying
organization..The group is a network
through which ideas are exchanged
about campus government and
_
university programs.
Dave Beardon, of the University of
South Florida, took the 'vice chair, and
Kathy Daley from Florida A & M
University was elec~d secretary/
treasurer.
The cowicil's past achievements include the establis~ent of legal aid, a
student
directory
and
voter
registration on various campuses.
James Blount \nitiated the council
when he was ~CF' s student body vice
-

•'-

.··.·.A,:

1

president in 1979. At the ·recent
meeting, Blount encouraged the 1982'83 council to "get away from blanket
issues" and to "focus in on the local
level."
Student body President Tico Perez
who served as the council's chairman
last year, said last year's presidents
wer~n't willing to cooperate with their
:vice presidents to make the council effective.
,
''This is the year for the vice
presidents to make their move,"
Perez said. "Vice presidents should
remember they don't work under their
presidents but with their presidents."
The ·council of vice presidents will
meet next Aug. 6-7 at UCF.

- ·-

IF YOU LIKE BANKING ·
, MADE EASY
YOU'LL LOVE US ·
.The Citizens Bank Of Oviedo is
located just .minutes from the
u.c.F. campus. we have spacious
parking, fast drive in_tellers and
two CITIZENS 2·4 HR automated
tellers in Oviedo and at u.c.F. in
the new A.TM. buHding. All to
make' banking easv for you.
.

The FSA also named Fred Kitthen attempt to lobby in th~ state
tenger,
a former UCF student, as its
Legislature for stUdent needs.
executive
director. Kittinger, a sumThree overlapping semesters have
been scheduled for the summer, and ma cum laude graduate of UCF will
various student body presidents said replace Rob Auslander of .Florida
students are not reaping the benefits State University.
that longer semesters would have . Another member, Tim Meenan,
formerly of FSU, was endorsed by the
provided.
"It's really a detriment. I bet more 'FSA for the·student regent seat. The
people are going to fail than ever,'' state Board of Regent position is a
former Student Regent James Blount gube~torial ·appointment. The FS~· t
said. Blount was also UCF's 1980 was fundamental in establishing the
seat just five years ago. . ·
student body president.
Apparently some instructors are
Also at the conference, the FSA
cutting material in their classes decided to endorse three candidates
t>eca:use of the time element, accord- for the Florida Legislature: Les
ing to some student body presidents. Miller, Tampa; Dempsey Barron,
They are worried that students will be I Panama City; and Jack Gordon,
lacking in certain skills for not . Miami Beach. ·
covering such material.
·
The FSA's next conference will be
Suggestions were made to form a held at UCF on Aug. 6-7 to discuss
committee to investigate the 1982 additional endorsements to the state
Legislature.
session.

Students Comment
... ·
·-

The summ·er term's effects
Abe Peterzell, 19, a sophomore
Out of 160 students polled this '
business
major, and Mike Carey, ·
week in -an infonnal suroey, 84 ·
22,
a
senior
history major, 'both
students liked the summer session,
73 students were against it and
said that they prefer longer terms,
three were undecided. The poll was
. partly because there is usually a
taken by Dr. Tim 0 'Keefe's news
better selection of classes.
reporting class.
On the other hand, a 23-year-old
allied legal services senior, Lynn
Most of the students who
Gambino, said, "I like the six-week
disagreed with the UCF summer
terms because you get credits in a
scheduling program complfiln.ed
about how compact their A- and Bshort time. The only complaint I
term classes are. ''The class periods
. have is that if you have only one
themselves are longef, '' said
test in.a class and get a ~ad grade,
you can't pick it up."
Deborah Horton, 25, a senior
majoring in radio . and . television.
"I like it because I can get more
"The classes I have this summer
credits in a . shorter amount of
involve too much reading for such a · time," said. Virginia Cranfill, 19, a
· short time span,'' she said.
political science sophomore. "rm
doing better because I'm under
Some students had two different
more pressure." ·
teachers for each hall of the
Still some students contend
session. Those students felt that
bringing in a new teacher halfway · they're not doing better because of
through a C-term class breaks up
the pressure. "I'm taking two
the flow of learning. ''With the long
courses iil the B session and it's
· term the teacher should remain the
just way too much," said Frank
same," said Goli ·Pourparviz, 19, a
Piliceri,
24, an engineering
sophomore majoring in engineering
technology sophomore. "There's no
math and computer sciences.
enjoyment. You don't feel like
you 're learning anything. The
Many also found the session to
teacher just rushes through it.
be confusing and filled with too
There;s
no interest.''
many pressures.

THE HAIR SHOP
Precision Style Cµt $7 .00
Full Service Saibn'

evervthihg you·will ever ·
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University of Central Florida's

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)
SOC IS CLOSER THAN YOU THINK!

REGISTER NOW BY
PHONE*

UCF·

South

855-0881 .
Time wise • soc is closer .
to students in yellow area
than the main campus is!
Consider traffic, 1-4,
E/W Expressway, distance...
e.g. save 10 minutes
from Altamonte Springs

- I - -1 - l - I'- -

- :- -

:-

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive
Ph. 855-0881
_In Orlando Central Park ·
On South U.S. 441
Dr. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR
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'''Btaw-up" ot 50C

0-rea

+H
CHOOSE LOWER DIVISION OR UPPER DIVISION GENERAL EDUCATION
COURSES BASED UPON YOUR CATALOG AND.WITH YOUR ADVISORS HELP

·REQUIRED FOR BUSINESS MAJORS BASIC COURSES FOR EVERYONE

ACC2001
BUL 3111
CAP3001
EC02013

ENC3210 .
f.IN 3403
MAN 3010
STA3023

ACC2001
AMH2010
EC02013
ENC 1101
ENC 1102

HUM 2211
MAC 1104
POS2041
PSC 1512
SPC 1014
zoo 1020

UPPER DIVISION COURSES

ADV4000
AMH3370
BUL 3111
CAP3001
COM3110
EAB 3740

EGN 3613
ENC3210
ENC3241
FIN 3403
HSC4393
HUN 3011

To ensure your place in thes_e courses, REGISTER for them NOW by PHONE to ~oc (8s5-0881 ) _
~ 0-5 any d.ay. You then register for Main Campus Courses at your scheduled appointm t
time by gomg to the Problem Table.
en

MAC3311
MAN3010
POS3235
PSY 3624
STA3023
SOC3150
THE 3251
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University of Central Florida's

SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS (SOC)
.offen

.

CLASSES tor FRESHMAN thru GRADUATE students .
INEERING classes also available at S
PLEASE CALL'
COMP~TER SERVICES AT SOC: We hav.e a· Qecwriter II computer terminal tied to
the main campus. UCF students located in SOC's service area are encouraged
to use 'his equipment.

· REG
KEY

..

p
L
A
N

-1982-

REG
PFX

NO

3110
1161
1638
1640
3284
1243

ACC
ADV
AMH
AMH
BUL
CAP

2001
4000
2010
' 3370
31-11
3001

1168
1861
3190
5173
1571
1572
1589
1600
1610
3300
6114
1671
6122
1708

COM
EAB
ECO
EGN
ENC
ENC
ENC
ENC
ENC

1726
3233
4318
1962
1964
1846
1892
2000
1222
1223
1224
1768

MAC
MAN
PET
POS
POS
PSC
PSY

1498
1151

THE

FIN
HSC
HUM
HUN
MAC

soc
SPC
SPC
SPC
STA

zoo

SEM
COURSE

SEC

HRS

51
51
51
51
51
51

3
3
3
3
3
3

Principles of Accounting I
Principles of Advertising
U.S. History 1492·1877
Amerl_can Economic History
Legal Environment of Business
. Computer Fund/Business Applications

3110
3704
2013
3613
1101
1101
1102
3210
3241
3403
4393
2211
3011
1104·

51
51
51
51
51
52
51
51
51
51
51 .
51
51
51

3
3
3
2
3

Business &Professional Communication
Behavioral Self Control Principles of Economics I
- Engineering Economic Analysis
Composition I
_Composition I
Composition II
Professional Report Writing I
Professional Report Writing II
.Business Finance
History ~Future of Health Care
Western Humanities I
Human Nutrition
College Algebra

3311
3010
6665
2041
3235
1512·
3624
3150
1014
1014
1014
3023

51
51
91
51
51
51
51
51
51
52
53
51

4
3
3
4
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Calculus w/ Analytic Geometry I
Management of Organizations
Administrative Athleflc Training
American Nat'I Government TV TAPr::
Mass Media and Politics
Physical Science
Parapsychology .
Criminology
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Fund of Probability &Statistics

3251
1020

51
51

3
2

History of the Motion Picture
Biology Of Man TV TAPE

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3

TIME

Mon
Mon
Wed
Thr
Mon
Tue
Thr
Wed·
Tue
Tue
Thr
Wed
Thr
Wed'
Wed
Mon
Tue
Tue
Thr
Wed
Tue
Thr
M&W
Thr
MWF
*ASC
Mon
Thr
Wed
Wed
· Thr
Tue
Thr
Tue
Thr
Thr

6-9
6-9
4-7
7-10
7·10
7.9
5-6

T-10"-

6-9
7-10
7.9
7·10
4-7
1-4
1-4
6-9
6-9
6-9
7-10
6-9
5-7
6-7
5-7
6-9
8·9AM

.I

6-10
4-7
6-9
6-9
1-4
4-7
6-9
4-5

4-6
6-10

~ASC

· PM WEDNESDAY

PM TUESDAY

PM MONDAY

DAY

PM THURSDAY
'

· ¥'

,

2 sessions Qer week

,..... 4-5 STA 3023
4-7 SPC 1014-52
· ,.....s-7 MAC 1104

,.....S-7· MAC 3311 .

y

1·4
V"4-6
4-7
4-7
,..... 5-6

1-4 ENC 1102
1-4 ENC 3210

'

4-7 AMH 2010

0

u

SPC 1014-51
STA 3023 .
ENC 1i01·52
PSC 1512
CAP 3001 ·

EVENING

H
E

.
6-10 POS 3235
BUL 3111

D

7-10

u
L
E

6·9 EAB 3704
6-9 FIN 3403
6-9 HSC4393

POS 2041 8t

~

6-9 HUN 3011
6-9 PSY 3624
6·9 soc 3150

:

,.....7.9 CAP 3001

7-10 COM3110
7-10 ENC 1101-51

7-10 ECO 2013

- *At.Students Convenience
Arrange viewina day and time with TV technician
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SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
7300 Lake Ellenor Drive

-

·-

Ph. 855-0881 .

IT IS POSSIBLE TO TAKE UP TO A
15-HOUR LOAD OF REQUIR.ED CLASSES
AT·THE SOUTH ORLANDO CAMPUS
ON TUESDAY AND THRUSDAY

·PLAN CAREFULLY
-

y

. _. __ _____ _H
11m1n1111111111n1111n1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

-·YOUR ATIENTION PLEASE-

fDir;ir; PADKINC

I'

,.....6-7 MAC 1104
6-9 MAN 3010
6-9 SPC 1014-53
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.
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In Orlando Central Park
On South U.S. 441
·DR. R.C. HARDEN, DIRECTOR
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Bennigan's
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unveils big
pa·rtyweek

for students
by Mike West

Greek Night. Although this night is
for everyone, it will be particularly
geared to honor all UCF fraternities,
· sororities
and
"little
sister"
organizations. All Greeks should wear
their jerseys since each campus
organization will be announced at the
door. Special 2 for 1 drinks will be
served from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.

Future staff

Now that summer semester is winding to a welcome close, it's time to
relax. But it's never too early to begin
thinking about the joy of back-toschool and the opportunity to
celebrate in high style.·
Before you start making out your
party list, however, take· note of
what's happening at Bennigan's at
6324 International Dr.
Billed as "Beach Week - a back to
school blast," the five:night bash will
be sponsored by: Bennigan's Tavern;
Stars Hall of Fame; Rosie O'Grady's;
Steak and Ale; Red Lobster; Sea .
World; and Miller High Life Beer.
Sunday night, August 1, the
festivities begin with the famous

In addition, Sunday night will
feature a special beer-chugging contest, sponsored by Miller High Life,
for all fraternities. Wait, there's more.
There will also be a bikini contest with
cash and other prizes to be awarded.
·

As you recover the next day, a
friend tells you that you lost the
chugging contest b,ut came in second

in the bikini contest (wearing your
underwear). But get ready for the
Monday night action.

Wednesday will be a Body-Builder
contest for all the people who want to
show the results of some heavy ironpumping.

Sure, there will be another chugging
contest but the big event will be the
Sun Tan contest, sponsored by
Canbbean Sol Tan products. Tan contestants will include members of the
Cypress Cove nudist colony.

The grand finale of "Beach Week"
occurs on Thursday, August 5. The
suds will really be flowing for the
outrageous Wet T-Shirt contest. The
dripping winner will receive a cruise
. package from Scandinavian World
Tuesday night at 9 p.~. starts Cruises (Sea Escape), sponsors of the
"Beach Bum I Dive Night." All contest. (The well-endowed winner
patrons are encouraged to come clad . may also get a close-up interview with
as either a dweller of the sand dunes this reporter.)
or as a scuba diver.
So, as you make those party plans,
Both Tuesday and Wednesday put a big "X" on your social calendar·
nights will feature happy hour from 9 for the first week of August. See you
p.m. to 2 a.m. The "big" attraction on at "the beach."

..

Recessionist's Handbook; Chapter 7

Trying to make a buck ··The hard way
by Bob Jaxson
Adventure editor

Mood lighting. That phrase will
haunt·:rp.e for all eternity.
"No, that's not quite it," the
photographer kept saying time and
again. ''Perh:aps a little more mood
lighting would help. Darcy, tum the
fan speed up some and give me more
mood lighting.''
As I stood stark naked in front of a
dozen banks of glaring floodlights and
the clicking shutter of the Hasselblad
eamera, I tried to exude the Marlboromacho image. This was the first time
.I had ever been a nude model.
· "Darcy, straighten the backdrop a
little while I change these settings,"
commanded
Angelique,
the
photographer. I coughed nervously
while the cute assistant stepped
behind me and adjusted the tropical
landscape scene hanging from the
crossbeams. Then she pinched my
buns.
"OK, Mr. Jaxson," said Angelique,
''let's see your profile.''
"Just call me Bob," I said, trying to
es~blish a casual atmosphere. I
turned sideways and flexed my arm.
From the comer of my ~ye I could see
Darcy leeripg at my dangling ex~
tremities while she stroked a Uµ-ge
stuffed giraffe (obviously some kinky
prop).
I was 'beginning to relax and feel
somewhat comfortable in the presence
of two fully-clothed females. It was
almost cozy in the little studio. Then
Angelique said it.
"All right Bob, for this next shot •
we'll need you to get an erection."

••••

I recalled the newgpa~ ad: ''Wanted - Attractive young men to ap- .
pear in women's magazine. No ex-

perience necessary, earn up to -hard to believe that this randy nym$50/hour. Opportunity for national phet was really 19 years old. She said
exposure.''
she was putting herself through
college as a photographer's assistant.
I desperately needed the money; l wondered about the tattoo on her
rent was due and besides, I was tired -arm - a lion eating a snake.
, of living on peanut butter sandwiches.
•••
"C'mon Bob, get it up ... We need
Angelique had seemed friendly
enough. She was an articulate middle- this for the centerfold layout."
aged woman who told me that posing Angelique was edgy. I snapped back
nude would "elevate my appreciation to reality and began to think lewd and
of the human form." I noticed her nasty thoughts; anything to achieye
the desired result. Nothing happened.
spiked heels and purple fingernails.
Then there was Darcy. I foun~ it Darcy was giggling on t~e couch.

"More mood lighting, Darcy!"
Angelique began barking orders.
"Get the whips, I'll get the Doberman.''

Whips? Doberman? What the hell
·
was this scene?
"You see, Bob, we have ways of improving your attitude for this type of
shot,". Angelique said. She was
drooling.
Suddenly, Darcy reappeared from
the "prop room" dragging a large
Doberman, followed by a hermaphroditic midget carrying a bull
whip. Angelique had stripped off her
jumpsuit to reveal a skintight black
leather bondage suit, complete with
·tiny chains. She lunged toward me.
I sensed bad trouble. With the skill
of a football running back, I cut betw~n the midget and the flailing
Angelique. Before I reached the
studio door, I tripped on a cable and
knocked the camera off its tripod. The
camera crashed to the floor. I stared
in amazement. There was no film in
the damn thing.
Just as the Doberman nearly tore
my leg off, I leaped through ·the small
window by the door. I ran (still quite
naked) as fast as I could to the
parking lot, jumped in my
bluesmobile and ran three redlights
before I eased off the accelerator. I
had escaped.

•••
It took 10 beers and a healthy
quantity of sour mash to soothe my
jangled nerves that night. I would
have to devise an alternate plan to
scrape together the rent money.
Instead, I turned the TV to ''Late
Night with David Letterman,' ' settled
onto the couch and ate another peanut
butter sandwich.

•

lr'
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.PAC sponsors Green Day
by Debi Stein
Future staff

The final planned activity sponsored by the Program and Activities
Committee will be the fourth of the
highly successful Lake Claire Days on
Thm;sday, July 29 from noon to 5
p.m.
A committee (one of 10 for PAC),
known as the Popular Entertainment
Committee, will sponsor the Jul_y 29
activities on the Student Center
Green rather than at Lake Claire. As
in the past, SAGA will provide
refreshments which will include hamburgers, hotdogs, soft drinks and
beer, all at popular prices.
. Live entertainment for . "Green

Coming Attracti~ns. • •

Day" will be furnished by local Top 40
band, Fancy.
Nightowls
The concept of these planned
festivities is to provide the student
Creatures of the night take
bcxly an outlet for recreation and ennotice. The Student Center will
tertainment. Featured events at the
provide an all-night extravaganza
previous Day included volleyball,
of FREE fun this evening, July 23
canoeing, sailing, frisbee throwing
from 10 p.m. to 5 a.m. "Game
and a softball tournament.
Night" Will take place in the SC
Although three dorm teams com- .
Game Room and will include such
peted in the tourney, the final battle
freebies as table tennis, billiards
occurred~tween the UCF Orlenand .assorted board and card
.tation T : ·and the sluggers from ' " games. As an added bonus,
Peer A sement. The 0-Team won
refreshments will also be provided
the contest 14-13.
free of charge. (No sleeping bags or
All students are urged to take adfolding cots, please.)
vantage of this last big blow-out of
the summer (especially after the
Flicks
rigors of finals week).
The Loch Haven Art Center
presents the film, "Dante's Inferno," on &aturday, July 24 at 2:30
. p.m. Admission is $~. (This film is
recommended for adults only.) As
part of the SciFi Cinema schedule,
the Center will show "Tarzan the ·
Fearless" on Tuesday, July 27 at
3:30 p.m. Admission is 50 cents.

Reach for th·e stars

Guffaw, Guffaw
Funnyman Gallagher (remem·
her him from "Make Me Laugh")
will provide an evening of off-beat
comedy and laughs on Saturday,
'July 31 at 8 p.m. in the Bob Carr
Auditorhµn. Tickets for this one- .
night show are available for $7 at
the Carr Box Office and all mall
ticket agencies. For more info, call
-the box office at ·849-2363.

Cash for Trash .
Just becciuse you blew the final
and forgot to read the last 20 ~hap
ters of your book doesn't mean you
should throw it away. Bring those
unwanted textbooks to the UCF
Book Store and trade them in for
cash. The Book Store will be
buying back books on July 26 and
27 from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. and July
28 - 30 from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Peroxid.e
Wave band Blondie (with rapturous Debbie Harry) brings its
latest American tour intO the
Lakeland Civic_Center AuditoriUJ+l
on Monday, July 26 at 8 p.m.
Tickets are available at : the Infinite Mushroom; Altamonte Mall
and Fashion Square Mall ticket
agencies; and the civic center box
-<gffice for $13.

Congratulations
Class of'82 ·
from the

FUTURE
staff

GOINGS ON ABOUT TOWN
~

. POINT AFTER A WINNER!

~1j.

After all these years, you gotta hand it
".; to Tom Sweeney and the gang over at
the Point After Lounge on East
Colonial. The Point has come of age
fu with such name groups as Eric Burdon,
% Greg Allman and his band, Iron Butterf.I.~ fly, and Jello Wrestling! Add to that
~the super selection of video games and
i~ pool tables in the front room and you've
i~ got an evening of lively entertainment.

I

I~!~

The giant screen TV tramµnission of
rock musicians and sporting events was
at its best last month during the Larry

;~

was

I :1::.d:,c::rC:.~~~.n;:;;
I

of the only locations m town

fil~ shoWIDg the match and the place. was

·packed with fans.

.

-~ The Point After is doing, a fine job and

~ Tom, buddy, ,you and the entire staff
deserve a pat on the back for your efforts!
·

I

II
,

•••

And while you're patting back down on
~ Colonial, what about those "Do-DaWhoppers" down at the Time Out ·
~~ Lounge in the Quality Inn? It seems ·
~~~ that a gang of Greeks from campus
Mbilling themselves as the Do-Dai~ Whoppers has booked space in the
Quality's main ballroom for an exby
invitation
only
travaganza

l

. tom(!rrow night! The Time Out, already
~- known as the UCF drinking spot, is
~ always full of Greeks during the
. weeknights. But this
Saturday
. \ drinkathon may just be the beginning
~~ of the "Knighting of the Quality. "

•

~-

61 1 Ia I: I.~ I~ I~

-

~ne

In case you forgot department:
UCF's final summer graduation
will take place on Friday, July 30
at 7:30 p.m. in the UCF Gym.
Featured commencemen:t speaker
is Hon. Dubose Ausley, Chainllan,
Florida Board of Regents.
Congratulations to all members of
the Class of '82!

S • M • ·T • V • T • F • S

°V By Mary Maguire
w~

Freedom

What with the Time Out's 2 for 1 Hap, PY Hour from 4 to 8 p.m. daily, whi~h is
~ full of UCF'ers, the Golden . Knight ·
' takeover of that goodtime drinkery on

- weekends too will keep the bartenders
hopping and the Pac-Man machfnes
working overtime.

•••
FEEDBACK: Lots of good feedback
from members .of the old Private I Club
which closed its doors a couple of weeks
ago.- It seems that the folks up at
Longwood's white Marlin Restaurant
· and over at Kelly's Restaurant in
Fashion Square are honoring the Happy Hour benefits members of the
Private I club lost when the Private I
went bust! Aren't the · people at the
Marlin and at Kelly's doing a great
thing? They certainly are.

~

.:l

•••
Speaking of Kelly's, how about the new
dessert item they've added to their
·" already wonderful specialty menu! .I
speak of Mud Pie ($2.25). What a recipe
which combines Oreo cookie crumb pie
shell filled with coffee ice cream and
thick fudge topping. It is served frozen
and, boy, is it good! I suggest you stop
by Kelly's if you're attending the
Fashion Square Cinema, whic is directly across the parking lot fyom Kelly's
entrance. A drink and snack before the
· movie is popular for UCF students
"frequenting the mall.

Newest
Video Games

,,~*

I

m

,~

:HdppyHour
4-6 p.m.

•••

Wine
-· - -

I hate to say '!I told you so,'' but isn't it
something that Uncle Jones BBQ on

(carafe or glass)

436 up in Casselberry was named as one
of the area's top ten barbecue
restaurants in a· survey taken by the

idescreen
cable TV

$2. 75 Pitchers

Imported Beer

..'i

·.Sandwiches ·

~,,

Lake County Journal. Hey up there,
Uncle Jones ... keep up the good work!
y
otta love his baby back ribs!
·
~u g
.
,
Advertisemen t paid for "by Mary Maguire.

~

\t

_Pizza

Pool Tables
R' hf A

Open 11 til2
Mo~day thru Saturday

f

UCF

Al f

J

"I

?~?SS .rom . on a aya ra1
'~~%%~~~~~~~~0l~1M:h~~~--~@~i:&~t~K.~hl~~-w,g~Y,4,'Wtw~.R13Ht'ffi&~%l1m!tN~.~-' t'...t::>c:~:><:;)<:><:><:><:::><:::>...::::>..c:::>-c~o-..o-..o-..~c:::>oo-.e>-o-Qoo-.<:><:>-.c>-<::>-~
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On
Record
by Larry Thompson
Entertainment editor

"One On One"
Cheap Trick
When Cheap Trick released the
poorly pr~uced but hi~hly_succes_sful
album, "Cheap Trick at Budokan,"
they e;tablished themselves as a
power chord band with a knack for
simple yet catchy tunes. With
"Dream Police" it appeared that
guitarist/writer Rick Nielsen would
become a major influence in the ranks
of prolific composers.
After nearly two years of silence,
Cheap Trick has released the album
that, alas, lives up to their name.
Perhaps Nielsen got stale or maybe
he just wanted to explore new lows in
commerciality but . for . ~hatev:er
reason$ "One On One" is a disappointment.
New bassist Jon Brant is virtually
inaudible on the 11 tracks and singer
R.obin Zander sounds as though he is
being strangled on every tune.
Nielsen contjnues to produce a wall of
guitar sound that at times shows
glimpses of genius and at others,

hints of depravity.
ballad with a. raw-edged, mournful
A sampliDg of titles --_ "I ·wmit" wail, as on "Moonlight in Samosa."
You," "Love's Got a Hold on Me,"
As a producer, Plant has achieved a
and "She's Tight" - point up the startling balance of melodic nuance
redundant (and trite) themes of and bone-crushing dynamism in this
frustrated lust and rejection.
eight-song collection of new music .
. The only consistent element on this
.
_
LP is inconsistency. There are , Forming the band are: Robbie
moments
of
strong ·chordal Blunt (guitars); P~ul Martinez (bass);
arrangements where the Beatles' in- · Jezz WOOclroffe · (keyboards); and
fluence is prevalent, even down to Genesis' Phil Collins (drums). Also
.several lyric replications. But in making a special appearance is master
general, the only reason to buy this drummer Cozy Powell, who executes
album would be to .harrass the neightwo tracks -- "Slow Dancer" and
hors early in the morning,_ with the "Like I've Never Been Gone" - with
volume cranked up to 10 on the the same heavy sound that was a
stereo.
John Bonham trademark.
Indeed, Plant seems .to keep his
music tied to the old Zeppelin sound
with lots of re-mbced echo and the
familiar 6/4 syncopated guitar pat·
terns, especially on songs such as
"Worse Than Detroit" and "Mystery
Title," which sounds like an outtake
from "Physical Graffiti."
Blunt's guitar work is generally
razor-sharp while at other times it
sings with the fluidity of a classical
virtuoso on cuts such as "Fat Lip"
and ''Like I've Never Been Gone.''

''Avalon''
Roxy Music
The . Europearr · influence on
American music has certainly
provided some unusual effects but
none that have been as bizarre and
well-crafted as the melodic permutations of the pioneer band of artdeco rock, Roxy Music.

1

"Pictures at Eleven"
Robert Plant
The legend of Led Zeppelin is alive
and well in. the form of Robert
- Plant's
.
new solo effort, ''Pictures at Eleven."
Even though no other Zeppelin
members appear on the album it could
have been titled "In Through the Out
Door, Vol. 2" and no one would have
noticed.
Plaµt's vOcals are as clean and
powerful as any lead vocalist around
and he can still belt out a soulful

Although there are no monster
rockers such as "Rock and Roll" .or
"The Ocean," "Pictures at Eleven"
indicates a more refined Robert Plant;
a musician who is marking a transition into his own identity.
However, the Led Zeppelin analogy
is ulliivoidable; with a voice as dis·
tinctive as Plant's, he could sing with
the Mormon Tabernacle Choir and it
would still sound like Zeppelin. But
judged on its own merits, this album
is a fine work that should find its way
· into the collections of -serious
audiophiles.

The first of the truly "new" wave
bands, the original lineup included the
wizard of tape effects, Brian Eno, and
Paul ·Thompson, who Rolling Stone
magazine called "the best drummer in
rock and roll" at the time. The three
remafuing founders, inveterate crooner
Bryan Ferry, guitar "treatments"
specialist Phil Manzanera and reed.man Andy Mackay, have assembled a
new musical painting titled "Avalon;"
Roxy's 10th album in as many years.
It is perhaps less intense than
earlier works, tending toward a more
lush, romantic sound with occasional
hints· of primitive percussion (compliments of drummer Andy Newmark
and percussionist Jimmy Maelen).
, Tunes such as "Avalon," "The
Mai~ Thing" and -"To Turn You On"
are vintage Roxy. To the uninitiated,
this album is an interesting
revelation. To~Roxy fans, it is another
gem.

TO UCF JUNIORS, SENIORS
AND GRAD STUDENTS!
AN INVITATION TO
OPEN YOUR OWN _CHARGE ACCOUNT
WITH ROBINSON'S.
No Previous Credit Experience Required.

n'

It's easy ... see our representatives

AT REGISTRATION August 16-20
or during ADD/DROP
•

I

Robinson's welcomes you to our Altamont~ Mall or Fashion Square Stores
where you'll find the best selections in wanted merchandise,
NOW as a charge Cl:lstomer.
For more information, call x-2463

SPONSORED BY:
STUDENT ACCOUNTING SOCIETY
and BETA ALPHA PSI
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The forum of ideas for the UCF community

---Letters=================================
Staff reviews goals
Drugs editorial out of line-no proof
That's the problem with
as summer concludes Editor:
drugs is out of line. Show me
the
liberal ethic, Mr. Griffin,
In response to your
some proof.

•

Well the shakedown cruise is at an end, and the Future
has completed its first summer of weekly publication. Now
the staff will" take a few weeks off, collect their th~ughts and
prepare to embark on a new year.
In October we will begin our 15th year of publication. It
should be a great year for the Future and for the university
asa whole.
In my eyes, a newspaper is nothing short of a miracle; an
incident of controlled chaos.
Each week our staff takes a group of ideas or misty concepts and, in a matter of days, converts them into
something you can hold in your hands, read and learn from.
I think we do a reasonably good job of it. Of course there
is always room for improvement, always a new goal to
strive for. The most important of these improvements
should be in our news gathering capabilities-.
This staff has already made a determined effort to improve' coverage of on-campus events and its working ·
relationship with other campus organiZations.
Someone once said that no good deed goes unpunished.
There are always those who insist upon living in the past.
The Future, however, will continue to move toward its goalto inform the university community objectively, fairly and
honestly.
In my first editorial as editor in chief, I stated the values
upon which this newspaper's editorial policy is based. I
quoted a man I have always admired for his honesty and
journalisti~ principles, Eugene Meyer.
Meyer purchased the .Washington Post in 1933 and
published "These Principles." One of the most important
' verses of this piece reads:
The newspaper shall not be the ally of any speci,al interests, but shall be fair and free and wholesome in its
outlook on public affairs and public men.
.
In that editorial I' also wrote that journalistic independence was not a license to run roughshod over individuals or
organizations.
· These are important principles that all good newspapers
adhere to. Publishing a newspaper is a right that carries
with it immeasurable responsibility.
It is not a responsibility that should be taken lightly at
any level, whether it be a college publication or the
Washington Post.
If you read the masthead below this editorial, you'll see a
list of names. These people adhere to the principles and
goals mentioned above. If they didn't, their names would
not be there.

Michael E. Griffin
Editor in chief

The FUTURE
Founded in 1968 by the students of the
University of Central Florida

•

Michael E. Griffin .
Editor in Chief
Kathleen G. Foronda
Managing Editor

Laura J. Hoffman
Business Manager

Pamela Gimson
Photography Editor

Lawrence H. Thompson
Entertainment Editor

Karen Rhodes
.Advertising Manager
Production Manager

Michelle F. Naspinski
Assistant Managing Editor

Office~ located on Libra Drive
.
Editorial: 305 275-2601Business:305 275-286~
.

'

This public document was promulgated at al'll annual cost of $79,000 .or 5.3
cents per copy to inform the university community. Annual advertising
revenue of $50,560 defrays 63.9 percent of the annual cost
Opinions expressed in the Future are those of the editor or the writer and
not necessarily those of the University Board of Publications or th e administration.
.
The Future is funded partia~ly th~ugh the Aciti.vity and. Service Fee
allocated by Student Government of the University of Central Florida.
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editorial last week "(Drugs in
Congress: A sign of the
times" Future July 16), I feel
I have to speak out.
Your apparent advocation
of drug use and abuse kind of
scares me. Just because the
· "elites of our culture" are
"delving .i nto the chemical
recreational facilities" of
Washington doesn't make
drug _a buse acceptable.

when our legislators act in
responsible ways you criticize .
them, when they act in
irresponsible ways you accept
this as a trend in our sreiety.
I think you should rethink
your position. To assume that
a
majority
of
our
Congressmen, or even a
minority of them for that
. matter, .is actively abusing

• •

• •
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·Letter ~olicy_
Letters to the editor must
be delivered to the Future by
5 p.m. on the Monday before
publication. Letters· should
not exceed 250 words and
must be signed with the
writer's
phone
number.
Names are withheld upon
request. All letters are subject to editing.

Dorm knoll is hard on the sitter
area. Plenty of room to sit
Editor:
I would like to compliment with no sitting utensils. Fine
the administration for the if you're wearing shorts or
wonderful design of the new having a picnic, but try
studying in a sundress.
dorms. The grassy _knoll betI'm not asking for a conween the buildings is comfortable and a nice place to crete patio, just a few park
. benches.
spend a lazy afternoon.
Except for· one thing-there
are no benches· in the entire
Susan Stein

The means by which we live
.have outdistanced the ends
for which we live. Our scientific power has outrun our
spiritual power. We have
guided
missiles
and
misguided men.
Martin Luther King Jr.

~Y Scott Hayes and Walt Hawkins

BROOSTERFOOT
:t'M AF~Al.O :t't..L
LOSE ALL MY F~IE-NDS
I F~ JOIN SHAME!>UX 1
BO!>• 'IH€Y'l.l 'fl-I INK.
J;'M nYINCr TO

RECRU IT nH;M ,

Graduates ~e going hack
to their college placement
center in increasing numbers,
according to. the Wall Street
Journal. They're.seeking help
not only with unemployment
problems, hut also career
changes.

~

CampuS Closeup
A contemporary look at college life in Americo

Offering free tuition · is
cheaper than charging tuition ,
and offering ·financial aid to
students, according to a
study by the Committee for
Public Higher Education of
New York City. The study
says federal and state-governments spent $99 million in
order for the City University
of New York to collect $82.7
million in tuition. Free
tuition, once a CUNY policy,
could be re-established for all .
full-time undergraduates at a .
cost of $16 million.

• • •

Auburn University will
audit the student government
association books after some
student senators complained
that the budget co~ttee
padded cost estimatjs. . At
issue is the cost of spirit
"shakers"
which
were
estimated to cost SGA 38.5
cents a piece in the original
budget, but later found to
cost 24 cents each. The
senators say SG A officers
tried to cover up the
discrepancy. The officers
deny the charge.

• • •

One day college acceptance
is available to some students
at Bard College (N.Y.) The
school's Immediate Decision
Plan combines an· interview,
evaluation of grades and test
scores and a decision by the
admissions office-;all within
the same day.

• • •
"Wonderful Wednesday" is
no more a~ Emory University
When that institution converted from quarter to a
· semester system, it had to
sacrifice a schedule that gave
all undergraduates Wednesday off from classes.
Students say the change will
cut "down on the number of
Tuesday night parties as well
as some prize study time. The
last Wonderful Wednesday
was celebrated when 2,347
students raised cups of Coca
Cola to break the world
record for mass toasting.

• • •
· A freshman fundraising
drive made almost $1,000 for
a needy student at Harvard
University. The drive was
initiated by freshman Bruce
Middleton, who organized 15
friends to staff a donation
table. About. 350 students
contributed to the total,
which was turned over to the
financial aid office_ for
distribution to a needy
student this fall.

•••

Women don't fare as ~ell in
coeducational schools as they
do in all-women's schools according to a Brown University study. The study
revealed that women enter
all-male institutions with a
higher level of achievement
than men, but exit with a
lower one. In predominately
male classes women can feel
futimidated or left out, the
stu4ysays.
·

•••

Playgirl Magazine is doing
its own colJ,ege student
feature this fall, featuring
"Men of the Big 10." Playgirl
representatives are photographing male students at
Ohio State University and
the universities .of Michigan
and Wisconsin-Madison.

• • •
., ., • • • ._
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offers you

Theatre Tickets·
$2.50
r· .

Eastern Federal
Northgate 4
Conway Twin
· Orange Blossom 2
Wometco .
Park East & West

Interstate 6
General Cinema
Seminole
Altamonte
Parkwood
Fashion Square

Other DisrolDlts.Include:
Once Upon A Stage $13.00
Theatre On Park $14.50
Cypress Gardens $5.00 ·
Busch Gardens $9.50
. Daisy's Basement $2.50
Rosie O'Grady 1/2 price memberships
Holiday Spa Discount.Memberships
East West Express Discounts
· Film Development Discounts
Welcome Board of Regents

''UCF'sFinal Summer''
GRADUATION
:fa':! J(}, .19J2 . .
7 jt.m.

0/1 reff rg,~m
I

I

93

I
I

I"
Lake Howell
101 r
f 106

·~

VA LEN

C'OMM
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Con..,Qy

Read abo~ Mendel' VIiias on Pa
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Advice available on campus for landlord/tenant disputes
Predicament: Joe plans to move out of an
apartment complex where he has been ci
"good" tenant for the past year. He has not
damaged the apartment in any way and has
met all terms of the rental agreement. Despite
this, Joe's landlord refuses to return his $150
security deposit.
Predicament~ Clara has signed a 12-month
lease at an apartment complex; however, sh~
decides to move out at the end of the school
• year, having completed only eight months of
the contract. Clara's landlord withholds her
security deposit. ·
Solutions? There are a few, but the best cure
for landlord/tenant disputes is a good dose of
preventative medicine, according to Holly Hendrix Jimison, program attorney for UCF Student
Legal Services.
Jimison outlined a series of steps that students
should take before and after entering into a ·rental agreement.
•Read the entire lease carefully bef9re signing

it.

•Do not rely o_n oral representations of landlords
•Compile a list of damages to the apartment
that existed prior to moving in . Sign and date the
list and provide a copy for the landlord, in addition to keeping one for yourself. If possible, obtain the signature of the landlord as well .
•When vacating at the end of the lease, .inspect the apartment for damages with a neutral
party. Then inspect the apartment for damages
with _a neutral party. Then inspect the apartment
again with the landlord ond ask him to note any
damages for which a portion of the security
deposit will be retained.
•Wait 16 days. If you have not received your
deposit or a notice from your landlord of his intent to post claim.stop by the Legal Services office, SC 210 or phone X-2538.
Undergraduate students enrolled in at least six
hours and graduate students enrolled in at least
four .hours of classes are eligible for free legal
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~J this Apartment Guide possible:
Laura Hoffman
Ill Mike Griffin
Michelle Naspinski

Carl McKnight
Kathleen Foronda
Bob Jaxson
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Future Newspaper _

.

Future Apartment Guide is a special
11 feature of the Future Newspaper of the
-~; University of Central Florida.
·
J-The following are the Future staff members who m~de

j

services provided by this office.
If a student decides to pursue an action in
court, he is responsible for paying for filing fees
and other court costs.
Still waiting for solutions to the hypothetical
predicaments?
Wei I, if Joe can demonstrate that the
dama.ges to the apartment existed before he
moved in, or that his landlord's deductions are
unreasonable, Student Legal Services may be
able to interven~. Jimison said.
If Clara proceeds to break her lease, she will
probably have to forfeit her security deposit.
With her landlord's approval, however, she may
be able to sublet the apartment to another
tenant and collect her security deposit when the
lease is terminated.
In both cases, a few precautionary measures
might have avoided these common snares in
landlord/tenant relations. By Michelle Naspinski
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defrays 63.9 percent of the annual cost. The Future is funded partially through the Ac·
tivity and Seruic.e Fee as allocated by Student Government of the University of Central Florida.
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Renting One and Two Bedroom Apartments,
Duplexes, Townhouses
FROM: $225 - 1 Bedroom Unfurnished Apartments
$350: 2 Bedroom - 2 Bath Dupl~xes
$3 7 5: 2 Bedroom Townhouses with washer/dryer

Efficiencies, one, two, three bedrooms
designed for the young and active
Tennis, 2 pools, sauna~, jacuzzi, and
volleyball
Close to schools and shopping
Starting from $250
Call Place 436 at 678-5550 or 671-2090

•

Now Renting
Mendel Villas
2 bedroom, 21/2 bath townhouse, garage,
kit~hen appliances, drapes, central air & heat,
. up to four people.

Call: (305) 644-6244
(305) 273-0990
(305) ~82-2120

$400 a month, $400 Security deposit
Cal I 2n-s204 or 422-5508

Rent To Own!
• No Down Payment
• No Security Deposit
• No Long Term Obligation

• On the Spot Approval
• Every Rental Dollar
Can Apply To Ownership

.
N0Cfi&Amp·1on
\'"''''-·•••""'\\ a
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$10 OFFER ; EASTLAND .
Bring This Ad
and get $10 Off
First Weeks Rent

I 6040 E. Colonial Drive
~

273-2306

_ _

. -L]-J -

MILLS

$100FFER

730 N. Mills Avenue

Bring this Ad
and get $10 Off
First Weeks Rent

898-2311
. ...
' ..,.
. .....
.
- . . .. .
"

There is Still Time
to Get Advertising in the
August 27 Issue of the

Future
Apartment
,Guide.
Call 275-2865.
The deadlin~ is Aug. 20.
•
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Landlord alid Tenant Rights--what arethey?
- I. Introduction
and sanitary, remove all garbage, and keep
This was written to help explain for landlords and
the
plumbing in working order.
tenants the Florida Residential Landlord and
C.
The
tenant must be careful with all of the
Tenant act. This act was passed by the 1973
facilities
of the place he is renting and not
Florida.Legislature and it changes many of the
destroy
any
of the property or disturb other
older laws that dealt with the relationships bet- .
people.
ween landlords and tenants. This lists some of
D. The tenant must let the landlord come into the
th~ rights and responsibilties of both tenants and
place
he is renting to inspect it, make repairs, or
landlords in Florida. It also shows some of the
show
it
to someone else. The landlord has to be
ways the law protects these rights and enforces
sure
that
he comes in at a time that is conthe responsibilties.
venient for _the tenant or when the tenant has
The law was written to help eliminate some of
unreasonably withheld consent. But, the lanthe unclear areas that have led to disputes and
dlord can come In at a'nytime, if there is an
court suits in the past. The act tries to make- lanemergency.
dlords and · tenants compromise when they
E. The tenant must live up to all the agreements he
have a problem and settle their differenqes
made
when he rented the place, especially
without going to court, if possible. However, if
paying
his rent on time.
they cannot settle their differences, it provides .
the means through which the legal system can
be used to solve the problem.
IV. Landlord's Duties
· Every landlord governed by this law shall
II. Who is Covered
The law covers residential rental agreements· comply with the following:
in Florida, whether or not they are written. It does
A. If the landlord has legal responsibilty to a
not cover some kinds of rentals·, these are:
tenant, he cannot make an agreement with the
A. Non-residential commercial leases, such as
tenant wl)ich limits that responsibility.
department stores, warehouses, and other · B. The landlord cannot make any agreements
with the tenant which would take away any of
businesses.
B. Temporary rental in a hotel, motel or rooming
the rights which this law gives to the tenant.
house. (But, it does cover these places if the renC. The landlord has to maintain the residence
he is renting so that it complies with all building,
tal is permanent or indefinite.)
· C. Residence in an institution such as a prison, , housing or health codes in his area. (If there are
no codes he has to keep the residence in good
nursing home, or dormitory.
D. Holder of lease in a cooperative apartment or
repair.) Item "C" can be changed in writing by
the landlord and the tenant but only if the place
owner of a condominium unit.
that is being rented is a duplex or a home for
E. Occupancy un~er a contract of sale_.
one family.
Ill. Tenant's Duties
D. The landlord has to be sure the place he is
Every tenant who is covered by this law must
renting has locks and keys, a service to keep out
do the following:
bugs and. rodents, garbage pickup, heat and
A. The tenant must be.sure that he does nothing hot water. He also has to ·keep the common
to cause the landlord to be in violation of areas which everyone can use clean and safe.
building, housing and health ·codes in his area.
Item "D" does .nof apply to duplexes or homes
B. The tenant must keep the residence clean
for only one family, and changes can be made

r...,,. . . . . . . . . . . .
1I CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE

...

in other types of rentals if the landlord and
tenant agree to them in writing.
E. The landlord has to give the tenant either his
name and address or that of sor:neone
authorized to act for the landlord.
F. The landlord can only enter a tenant's
dwelling unit
1) with the tenant's consent; ,
2) in the case of an emergency;
3) when consent has been unreasonably
·withheld by the tenant; or
4) if the legal presumption for abandonment has
:occurred.
G. The landlord must comply with the
requirements of the rental agreement.
V. What Can Be Done To Solve A Problem
If the landlord is not complying with local
building, housing, or health codes or is not
maintaining the premises as required by law or
is violating other provisions of the rental
agreement, the tenant should gather evidence
concerning the violation. This may be done by
contacint the local agencies charged , with
code enforcement to find out if there is a
violation of a code. If there are.no local ag~n
cies that can investigate the violation, other
methods which can be used to gather evidence
are by taking pictures, gathering physical
evidence, and obtaining statements from persons who hav~ witnessed the alleged violation. ,
If there- is a violation of a code or breach of the~
rental agreement, the tenant may then seek to
solve the problem by one of the remedies
provided in the law.
The remedies are:
A. If the violation is material, the tenant may
write a le~er to the landlord telling the landlord
what the problem is, and that if it is not corrected, the tenant will end the rental agreement

,,,,~,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,, ~~
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A TOWNHOME COMMUNITY
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Brand New Townhomes which are
Seeure, Quiet and Save You Money
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III ••Burglar
Alarms - protection for your property
Microwave Ovens• - convenient energy savers

SPECIAL PURCHASE Q FFER

• Washer/Dryer - Save your money, its FREE
•No Yard Work-We do it for you
• Almost 1,000 sq. ft. - Up to 4 renters allowed
• 2 Master Bedrooms - Each 13 '4" x 11'6"
And much, muCh more

I
I
II
II
I
3

Located on Alafaya Trail midway between
University Blvd. and S.R. 50 - 1.1 miles south of
the UCF main entrance.

occupied. (Show this to your parents your roommates ca~ rent_from you)
80 percent Financing available for
investor purchasers.

'Limited number of microwaves, call now- first come, first served

Call John: 273-0990
Call Jan Today: 273-0990

.:·
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During fall registration we will
give you a $ 2 ,fiOO discount or
cash to you at closing for any unit
purchased.
Additional discounts will be given
for multiple units and group purchases.
95 percent Financing available for owner
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get more. When you compare our
amenities, you can't beat our deal.
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Our discount rental program is simple when you pay on time, you pay less.
Even when you pay less you still
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Alafaya Trail Apartments
Location : Off South Alafaya Trail
Manager: Betty Boyd
Office hours: 9 a.m. to·s p.m.
·Out of the 136 units in this complex, seven are
now available for rent. These are unfurnished
garden apartments, each with two bedrooms
and one bath. Monthly rent ·is $300. There is a
security deposit of one m·onth's rent, a pool, and
recreation room, and tennis courts are
available. No pets are allowed.

P!gce~~

location: One-half mile south of University
Boulevard and Highway 436
Phone: 671-2090 .
Office hours: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
These are condominiums ranging from $250$525 per month for efficiencies, one-, two-, and
three-bedroom -unfurn ished µnits. Pets are
allowed. Availab1e are tennis courts, two pools,
two saunas and car wash areas.

The Future Apartm
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The object of this ~
Apartment that su·.
wants and your poo

Cedar Run ltd. Apartments
Location: Alafaya Trail and Mendel Drive
Manager: Mary Mullins
Phone: 671-1938
Office hours: 9 a.m . to 5 p.m . .
The four available units in this complex come
unfurnished, each with two bedrooms, 11/2
bathrooms, a kitchen, dining room, a single car
garage, and a patio. these townhouses are $420
per month, with a security deposit of one month's rent. No pets are allowed.

ELEG
COM

GOTO JAIL

MISSED RENT PAYMENT
·DO NOT PASS GO
DO NOT COLLECT CHEC'K FROM PARENTS

Coachlight II
Location: Lancaster Road between Orange
Avenue and Orange Blossom Trail and also on
South Bumby Avenue
Phone: 855-5405 .
Over 100 units are available for rent.
Coachlight rents duplexes, garden apartments
and single-family homes. Rent for a onebedroom apartment is $245, the two-bedroom
duplex rent is $330-$335 and a house rent fee is .
$295-.$750. There .are securitY deposits of $175 for
.
duplexes and $200 for apartments.
A maximum of two people are allowed in a
one-bedroom unit and only four people can
rent a two-bedroom unit.
·
None of these units is furnished and pets are
dllowed.
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University Place
Location: One mile south of the UCF main entrance
.
Manager: Nancy Yale
Phone: 282-5020
Office hours: 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
These two-bedroom, two-bathroo.m duplexes
come unfurnished , for $350 per month, with a
$2?? deposit. ·Each comes with cathedral
ceilings, a kitchen and a backyard patio. Pets
areallowed'. ·

J.UST VIS1TING

Cambridge Circle ·Apartments
Location: One mile south of the university ·entrance on Alafaya Trail
Manager: Jan Robison
·
Phone: 273-0990
Office hours: 9 a.m. to 5p.m.
All 32 townhouses in Cambridge Circle are
avc:iilable for rent and are unfurnished. Each has
two bedrooms and two bathrooms. The rent is
$395 per month and there is a limit of · four
people per unit. There is a secu~ity deposit of .
$400

•

~nt Guide Presents

Mendel Villas
Location: Off Mendel Drive and Alafaya Trail
Manager: Ed Kish
·
Phone: 2n-5204
Office hours: 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
There are 32 townhouses available for rent,
each· with two bedrooms, 1112 bathrooms and a
garage. The rent here is $400 per month and
one month's payment for a security deposit. Pets
are allowed with a $100 additional fee. No more
than four people may rent one of these unfurnished units.

POLY•
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me is to find an
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Location: Alafaya Trail and Lokanotosa Trail
Manager: Betty Boyd
Phone: 273-1366
Office hours: 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Pineridge has 14 apartments. Two-bedroom,
11/2-bathroom garden apartments are $350 per
month with a $250 security deposit. The twobedroom, 11/2-bathroom townhouses rent for
$390 per month with a $300 security deposit.
The three-bedroom, 11/2-bathroom townhouses
cost $440 per month with c:i $350 security deposit,
and
the
three-bedroom,
2112-bathroom
townhouses cost $490 ·per month ~ith a $350
security deposit. All come unfurnished.
Each has a .carport and only one person per
bedroom is allowed. A married couple with two
children, however, may rent a three bedroom
nit.

-·
Sun Quads
. Location: Khayyam Avenue and Alafaya Trail
Manager: Shyla Reich
Phone: 894-6281
Office hours: 8:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.
· Three of these townhouses are available tor
rent for $425 per month. The first month's rent is
free. There is a security deposit of one month's
rent. Each has two bedrooms and two
bathrooms and no more than three people may
live in one unit. No dogs are allqwed.
.
Each comes unfurnished, but kitchen facilities
like a 'dishwasher' disposal' refrigerator' anq
r~nge are available.
Corl McKnight/Future
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Landlord and
Tenant Rights
~on!lnu_ed from Page 3
:(the tenant shou.ld keep a copy of this letter). The
..landlord must be glv~n 7 days, from ·receiving
the letter to correct the problem. If the problem
·is not corrected in 7 days, the tenant·may consider the rental agreement ended and move
out. It is recommended that the letter to the landlord be sent by certified mail.
B. If the violation is material, the tencmt may
write a letter to the landlord telling the landlord
what the problem is, and that if It is not corrected, the tenant will stop paying rent (the tenant
should keep a copy of this letter). The letter must
be received by the landlord a minimum of 7
days before the rent is due. On the day rent is
... ~ · .... ~.- .::. ...
due, if the problem has not.been corrected, the
tenant may begin to withhold rent. It is recom· "'"
~
·mert~f~edd tha~ thte· Jetter t? thertlandlohrd be sent
____ .....
~·'"~
ce 11e ma1. 1 1s very 1mpo ant t at tenants
-- ·--·
~, --.c ~·~
··
·
··
....-~4
withholding rent keep the amount that would
The swimming pool at -Alafaya frail Apartments. See pages 4 and 7 for more
have been paid available. If the landlord takes
about the aparfJ!lents. .
.
Laura Hoffman/Future
the case to court, the tenant will be asked to pay 'llBlll!!!!J!m,llw.=·•--~,,tm."bm
,.,. ,m,..-.11
. II.. II·l!!.MS!=rl·· .m=,~-•mam1mamrr-~~--!""----.---~~-;
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C. Bringing a civil action in the county ·court to. §1
enforce the law and to recover damages t~

1
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~t~~:dr~~t~1°u~~
;~~~n~agecl
so badly that use rle_
Guide
.J ~
~substantial~impaired,fuetena~ ~---~--~--~-----~ ~--~---~----~~~~

offueuntt
may end the rental agreement immediately.
The tenant can de:> this only if the damage is not
a result of the tenant's own negligence.
There are many questions in the law which
have not been answered, therefore, any tenant
who feels the landlord is not complying with the
·rental agreement or law should talk to a lawyer
before .taking action against the landlord.
Article reproduced with permission
of the Orlando Area Chamber of Commerce

~
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Over 100 Units Available
AKORN
•Apartments
PROPERTIES
•Duplexes .
•Houses

Adult •Family •Pet Sections •No Fee
Runaway Bay

851-2195
329 W. Lancaster

Coachlight I
898-0589
3il0 S. Bumby

AKORN PROPERTIES

Coachlight II

859-0009
342 W. Lancaster

Modern cc:>ndo. Walking distance from UCF.
Your share is $133 .& 1/3 utH. Furnished. Phone
282-1389, ask for Neil.

855-5405

-STUDENTS! Tax Shelter For Parents!'
INVEST AS LITILE AS $1500.00

University·Place
New Duplexes - $39,900.00
. 2 Bedroom - 2 Full Baths
FHA Fixed Rate an~ FHA Graduated Payment Plans
. Call Today

ROOMMATE WANTED ... $125 a month and 1/3
of ttre utl. The apartment is POOLSIDE, next to
a large laundry-room and TENNIS COURTS.
Two miles south of 17-92 on 436. Ten miles
from UCF. Call 830-1679 or 894-6642·and ask
for Arthur.

282-5020

.* FAST DELIVERY

*·
CANCEL ANYTIME
*BUY OPTION

* FREE SERVICE
* NO CREDIT HASSLE
* CURRENT MODELS

* LOW WEEKLY RATES

Furnished garage apartment, $150 month,
utilities included, near Bo~>ne High, 277-2783
after 5 carpeted and A/C.
Responsible female roommate wanted to
share spacious 3-bedroom, 2-bath apt. at
corner of 436 and Aloma. Pool, laundry, and
tennis courts. Rent $125, deposit $100, 113
utilities. CalJ 678-0700.
Room for rent in my home, $100. 9 mi. east of
UCF. Phone, washer, kitchen priv. 365-5796.
15 min. from UCF. 3-bdrm. 2-bath.house. 1-yr
old. Eat-in kitchen. Good neighborhood. ·
$450/mo. Call 339-5450.
Female/male to rent room. $150/mo ..for rent
& utilities. Within walking dist. to UCF. Washer
& solar dryer. 275-3936.
·
Male roommate wanted, partly furnished
room available for the 82·83 school year.
$175/month & 1h utilities, private home ••
Dean Rd. area. Call Fergie, weekday nights,
7-11 or weekenqs anytime, 273-1563 .
Mature male non-smoker to $hare 2-br. dup.
$125 & 113 util. 365-6218 anytime.
Roommate needed for 4-bdrm. house 3
miles from UCF, $150/month & 1h utilities. Call
Tony, 275-5029 or Craig, 831-0374 for more
info.
·
·
Quiet non-smoker to share 2-bdrm. apt.
Available Aug. Before 7 PM, 273-2201.

273-5610
UNIVERSITY VILLAS
Furnished & Unfurnished $215-$240
2 Pools, Tennis Courts

On-site bus svc. to UCF & Colonial Mall

.

•
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Moving In--Time to get All.the Bugs Out ·
•~~~~~.JJWY-WWJ.@Mi'Arar,mm.m.$.•&1~,mr&#.1.

Step 1
·
By Bob Jaxson
Become an active member of the Universal
FutureNewspaper
Roach Patrol. You can become a member sim1:1.ww,;•..-r~~Wflh1"$:\Wti.9JW.-~r.Ht.~~h
ply by repeating the following pledge: "I will kill,
The joy! The bliss! The aching muscles and' annihilate, crush, stomp or smash any roach
Maybe it was Will Shakespeare or maybe it which dares to invade my space. And I will enwas Billy Bob Farquahr whe said, "Moving is joy every minute of the battle."
such sweet sorrow." No matter. The important Step 2
thing is that you've finally found that new aperEnforce the ·pledge. The following list of antit'i°ent, that quiet hideaway from which .you will roach warfare has been compiled by some of
carry out your studious endeavors for the next the best Roach Patrollers in Orlando; people .
year (or seven months depending on your who have learned to fight dirty and win. Bay ·
lease).
leaves ore a good front-line defense. Any brand
Of course there will be the usual adjustments. will do but McCormick has proved highly sueWhere to hang the Mick Jagger poster, which cessful. Just place whole leaves around
side of the room to put the stereo, how to hang openings under sinks (where pipes stick out from
the mirrors above the bed, how to match a the cabinetry) and chqnge the leaves every two ·
green shower curtain with a pink-tiled weeks. This method is relativ~ly inexpensive.
Commercial products such as sprays and bornbathroom, etc.
The ultimate pleasure will be that first big meal bs ore generally only effe.ctive for about 20
in the new kitchen. Ah yes, the smell of burgers minutes. They have a tendency to scare the
charring on the stove, the soggy macaroni and roaches into your neighbor's apartment but ·
cheese and the delicious peanut butter op- when the odor is gone they return. Spr.ays should .
petizer. With Epicurean delight, you· settle onto only be used as a recreational substitute for
your comfortable barstool and dig in.
_ watching soap operas.
Suddenly, you notice that you ore not alone.
From the deep dork crevices of the woodwork,
small brown creatures begin to appear. They
skitter across the countertop, antennae flailing
as they come to welcome you to "their" home.
Since the days of the dinosaurs (and probably
before that) these staunch invaders have
Simply hold the can poised and ready and
plagued Man with almost sadistic intent. They wait for an unsuspecting victim. When the roach
are the Roaches. And, unfortul')ately, there is no has gotten far enough · from safety of any
way to stop them.
crevice, give the li1:fle bugger a healthy blast of ·
It has · been said that these evolutionary the deadly spray and watch 'em writhe in
stalwarts have.even become immune to atomic agony.
radiation.
. Powders, such as Roach-Prufe ore highly efBut take ·heart, apartment dwellers of the fective but also very messy. They ore best used
Modern Era-there are still effective methods at . when you are going to be out of the apartment
your disposal to make cohabitation with these for a few weeks. The powder is a disadvantage
when guests arrive because they will assume
little monsters somewhat bearable.
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New&Used
Furniture, Bedding, Dishes,
Tableware, co_~k~are, etc.

Flea Market Also!'
House of Bargains
6021 E. Colonial Drive (Hwy. 50)
Open Thursday through Sunday till 5

i

One Month Free Rent
Two Bedroom, Two· Bath Townhouse
Brand-New. Fully Equipped with
GE Appliances, carpets and
·drapes. Quality construCtion.
For Leasing Information Call
894·6281
Shyla Reich, Manager

you have spilled flour or salt all over you aper·
tment; that your pet has a severe case of d~ndruff; or that some crazed drug dealer broke 1nto you pad and spilled all his cocaine in the
.rush to escape. Roaches love to laugh at
powders.
Getting the roaches drunk is a college
favorite. After 9 long night of heavy drinking, just
leave partially filled beer cans and glasses
lying about your apartment. Set your clock for 5
a.m. and have a rolled newspaper handy.
Quietly sneak into the kitchen and quickly turn .
on the light. The tipsy. roaches will be caught
unawares and before they can stumble back into the walls, smash them with the paper. (Be sure
to leave the smeared remains on the walls so
you can prove to the landlord that you do have
a roach problem.)
The final method is the most dangerous. and
should only be used as a Last Resort (preferably
the day before you move out) as you may eri-·
counter some problems in getting your deposit
ba~k. Purchase a 32 ounce baseball bat (a
Hillrich & Bradsbury "Louisville Slugger" will be
quite sufficient.) Spread raw burger meat all
over the carpet and in the kitchen and go to a
bar for about three hours.
When you return, you will be in just the right
mood to parctice your batting techniques on
the thousands of hungry cocks (that's Roach
Patrol lingo for cockroaches) that await your ·
wrath. A note of caution; avoid lamps and all
glas~ breakables as you swing away.
So there you have it. The easy way to live with ·
roaches. If for some reason you cannot revile
yourself in the fun of roach fighting, simply
make them your pets. Some people even name .
their roaches. The only other alternative is to live
like a hobo or pitch a tent in somebody's back
yard. But then you'll have to become a member
of-!Q.e Mosquito Patrol--and that's another order
altogether.

Here's an offer that's music to a
Fighting Knight's ears!
'furnish your apartment for as little
as $39.95 a month .
and...

A s50 HIP POCKET STEREO FREE!
* Nine Month Lease
* Limit One Radio Per Lease
*Student l.D. Required *Offer Ends October 15, 1982

273-4140
998 North Semoran Blvd

851.-8778
· Oakridge Plaza

CERTIFIED
FURNITURE RENTAL
SPECIALISTS IN SERVING STUDENTS FOR OVER 16 YEARS

•

Cedar RI.in
Limited
All new Cedar Townhomes.
Garage, private patio,
beautiful paper and appliances .
Built like an expensive home.
No Pets. One Year Lease.
$420/mo. plus security.
One minute from UCF.

•

The Realty Store,
REALTORS
671-1938 .
"

Alafaya Trail Apartments
· uwhere the Living is Better"
2 Bedroom, 1 bath units, pool, lighted tennis courts, volleybqll courts,
cable TV hookups, laundry facilities, recreation room & much more.
$300/mo. unfurnished; $330/mo. furnished, plus security.
Call Betty 275-8950

P.ineridge'
"A Quiet, Exclusive Residential Community''
Large Garden and Townhpuse luxury units, adjacent to Central Florida
Research Park and the University of Central Florida. 2 Bedroom/11/2 Bath to
3 Bedroom/21/2 Bath 1,006 sq. ft. to 1,514 sq. ft., plus enclosed carports.
$350/mo.-$490/mo. plus security. 9 or 1~ month lease. No pets.
·
Hurryl Call Sue 273-1366
· 1-6 pm, Mon.-Fr·i.

.-v

If your place ·has a tfrtle too much of that lived-in 1...look, look into Cort Furniture Rental for a way out.
Cort has.every' possibl·e style that you could
want, will have you all set up in time for a weekend
housewarming party and offers both short- and
long-term leases. You can even arrange to apply
your rental payments towards purchasing the
furniture if you find that you can't live without it.
Cort is the easy (and comfortableJ way to make
living at college like living·at home. Call now.
Before your mother decides to visit.

RT
Furniture Rental
1505 North SemOrcm Boulevard
· Winter Park, Rorlda 32792
(305) 678-2677

·

We maf(e it easy to feel at home.

